WORKSHOP
The Buffoon Mask program: Ecstasy of Mocking
by Maria Codinachs

from 20th - 24th November 2019
Gliwice (PL)

The Bouffon Mask program: The Ecstasy of Mocking
By Maria Codinachs
Where do bouffons come from?
What is their dramatic potential?
Bouffons mock the very essence of society. They ruthlessly ridicule our fragile
humanity, deliriously revealing the truth.
Their purpose is to have fun mocking humans and to achieve this they will use
everything they find, this is their power: they play with everything!
To distort ourselves in order to provoke laughter is a very old human practice.
During the workshop we will work with:
o The Mysterious: The Divinities, the Prophets, The Witches and the
Demons.
o The Fantastic: Beings that are inspired by humans, animals and
technology.
o The Outcasts: the mad, the excluded, the poor and the miserable…
o The Bouffons behaviour: Pleasure and freedom.
o Childhood: innocence and cruelty.
o The hyrerqui of Bouffons and gangs.
o Creation of a Bouffon.
o The relationship with man and the Gods, the destiny and the Universe.
Trainer: Maria Codinachs
She has more than 30 years experience as an actress and theatrical creator.
Do you can see the last espectacle in: www.tunelsteatrals.org
The last twuenty years she has worked as a Teacher in The Institut del Teatre
in Barcelona. Their subjects about playing focussing Mask and Bouffon.
https://www.institutdelteatre.cat/estudis/professorat/id64/
codinachs-pares-maria-bonasort.htm
Also she has a pedagogically program named: From the neutral mask to
commedia dell’arte, with that she has visited diferents parts of the world:
Spain, France, Deutsch, Poland, Finland, Cseck Republic
She created the program: the Bouffon or Ectassy of Mockery with Marian
Masoliver, who direct the International Theatre workshops in www.actorsspace.org
The important sources in her studies period: Jacques Lecoq, Antonio Fava,
Georges Laferrière
https://www.facebook.com/maria.codinachs
Date and location:
from 20/11/2019 to 24/11/2019 in Gliwice (PL)

MAIN INFO
COST: FREE

DATES: from 20th Nov to 24th Nov 2019

LOCATION: Gliwice - Poland

NEAREST AIRPORT: Katowice, Krakow (click HERE for connections)

ACCOMMODATION:
www.airbnb.com cheap solutions starting from 25€/30€ per night per person

LOCAL CONTACT: Adam Bismor +48 792773760 bismor.adam@gmail.com

